COPPER ARTIFACT
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FROM LAST MONTH—In case you missed it
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PERSONAL NOTES:
I’d like to make returning artifacts to the origins of their findings
part of my mission. But I
museum curator tend to
get upset when I mention
it. I tried it a few years
back at one Illinois museum who’d only needed
to share at another site

across the state where
This is only part, I’m assuming, of the return of copper ritual celts
being hoarded by a collector in Texas that I shared in the link last
month. I added them to the CAMD because I had no such find turn
up in Texas, and of course it makes me sad about all the copper
artifacts I’ll never find. Plus I want to know more about these. Were
they all found in Mexico? Where? Here’s what the article says:
“A U.S. collector acquired them in Texas at a numismatic fair in the
1960s, she said, but at that time neither Mexico nor the United
States was part of a UNESCO convention that guarantees the return of such heritage artifacts to their countries of origin. Mexican
authorities notified the FBI of the existence of the coins in 2013
when they were taken to Spain for an auction. Mexico’s National
Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH) then began authenticating the coins in order to request their return. Cascante did not
divulge the name of the collector who obtained the coins in the
1960s, but said that he did so before it constituted a crime and
turned them in voluntarily.”

BUT WHERE WERE THEY FOUND? Why does that have to remain a mystery?

they talk about copper
but have nothing to
show. Why not take
items out of storage to
give where they have
room to display?

WHITEWATER MOUND
CLEANUP DATES ARE
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21
AND MARCH 6 FROM
11 TO 2. Joe surmises
that they’re going to draw
on some students for
help, but I sure wish I
could be there. I work
from 1—7 in Janesville
every day during tax season. Well, not Sundays.

Terry Wilson sent the following: In [January newsletter] you mentioned that you were not sure if you could recognize hammer marks. Attached are some pictures of a copper
preform that I found some years back. It is the best example that
I know of showing hammer marks. You have to keep in mind
that this is the "best example" as it clearly shows numerous, individual hammer marks. You would likely have to look very
closely at other items to see if hammer marks were present. In
addition hammer marks may be much larger or even smaller
than what I have shown in the pictures. I have no idea what this
preform was going to be when finished. It looks like a tanged
knife preform. However it is not since the tang would have already been partially formed at this stage. In addition the wide
section where the tang would normally been has been flattened
down and even sharpened on the edge. Thus a tang is out.
So ??? to the futuristic identity of this one.

Thanks to Terry for also sharing some Renshaw artifacts for the CAMD. He continued:
Hammer marks are often taken off (reduced to the point where they can no longer be seen) during the final stages
of an items production. In addition the patina, worm tracks etc. that forms with age often hide or even remove what
evidence of hammer marks remains. I suspect that the preform was lost before the item was finished. Thus the
hammer marks are still evident. Hammer marks would have been larger in the earlier stages of production, as the
item was pounded more and more into shape. Over time though with each hit of the hammer stone the marks would
have gotten more and more refined as the hits would have been more gentle and smaller in size.

Some Serious Fun with Mounds
Archaeologist Brad Lepper shared an article he wrote on an “Alligator Mound in Ohio.” When the article
said the mound was later called an underwater panther, I asked Brad if an alligator could indeed BE an underwater panther. He shared an endnote he used, which I’m excerpting here: ...effigy represented the Underwater Panther, how might the European Americans have interpreted the bizarre notion of a panther that lives
underwater? When the salient attributes of the Underwater Panther were described to a European American,
that is, a monster with big teeth and a long tail who lives in the water and occasionally eats people, might
not these characteristics have suggested an alligator? ...Regardless of how imperfectly the mound resembled
an alligator, the descendants of the people who created the effigy said, or have been interpreted to have said,
that this is what it represented. In this context, it is interesting to note that some Maliseet-Passamaquoddy in
northeastern North America now identify a traditional underwater spirit creature with the Alligator (Erikson
1978, 133). “ And who’s to say how far ranged these creatures lived at one time, but this does indicate a
southerly cultural inspiration for effigy mounds. Alligators in Wisconsin?
Links to view:
CAHOKIA: Not as depopulated as once thought? https://
archaeologynewsnetwork.blogspot.com/2020/01/new-study-debunks-myth-of-cahokias.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed:+TheArchaeologyNewsNetwor
k+(The+Archaeology+News+Network)
Serpent Mound Creation Story: https://www.dispatch.com/news/20180211/archaeology-serpentmound-might-depict-creation-story
Effigy Mounds: https://whyfiles.org/135salv_arch/2.html

MEMBERS CONTRIBUTE:
Ohio Archaeologist Brad Lepper contributed some cool photos in response to last month’s email. As
some may know, he’s assessed the Serpent Mound as being late Woodland, and agrees that the evolution of effigy mounds could have been earlier; not all are dated. If you don’t mind avoiding the topic of
giants in relation to this next photo, that would be great.
But who could handle these? The photo is of Howard
Goodwin, and is related to finds at the Hopewell Mound
Group & Seip Mound, both in Ross County, OH.
You’ll see the link he provided to the creation story around
the Serpent Mound on the previous page.
Brad also shared an amazing copper effigy photo—it’s at
the link below and I want to put it into greater context for
next time. Let’s get some member thoughts: what is this
showing? I saw this and was like—wow!

https://ohiomemory.org/digital/collection/p267401coll32/
id/27940/
I love this comment Brad made—something to think about:
“Robert Birmingham is an effigy mound specialist and he thinks

things may have started during the Hopewell era, too. But most
of the so-called effigies in Hopewell (Newark's "Eagle" Mound,
the Tremper "elephant" or "tapir," and the Mound 25 "human torso" for example), are, I think, examples of pareidolia. They're like
an ink blot test and you can see what you want to see. They're certainly not effigy mounds in the same way that
the Serpent is an effigy.” He shared a couple of research papers with me that will be handy for puling my

resource manuals together.

Char Bruns told me that Federal District is in Mexico City; he suspects maybe Tenochtitlan-Aztec. If
earlier, maybe Toltec.
Ted Sojka is our Iowa expert, especially on the Effigy Mounds. He told me about the problems they’ve
had their of late, and for my grant, he’s going to be a great resource. The application is not due in until
April 15, so I have time, but with this job, I need to stay on top of things.

Ted also shared the following: “The link below gets you to the actual site to see illustrations along with
the copy. There is a newsletter that you might want to look at called the SCRAC from near the New
York and Pennsylvania border. The director there put some fine home made videos and observations
of visits to the mound sites. The Susquehanna valley has few things left of a very rich culture that existed there before the Revolutionary War and a long time before our country was established, modeled
after the seven tribes of the Nation. Many observations were made of these people by George Washington before he commanded our army and was working as a surveyor for the British Army in colonial
days.” http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/Antiquities/antiqC05.html There’s nothing here on copper, however.
---Keep an eye on the new website listed in blue on the back page, that’s where I’ll add any copper updates. Terry Wilson had more to say on hammer marks, and I’m going to see if he’ll let me print in its
entirety at my website.
---Had another of those great contributions to Peabody’s collection, when I was able to locate some of
their unlocated pieces. It happens when they log the collector’s name but don’t associate that name
and his location to the other pieces in the collection. Then someone comes in later and just says no
location, without realizing the artifacts are given a series of numbers in a given collection designated to
keep that collection together.

WHAT IS THIS?
Here’s another of Terry
Wilson’s contributions
regarding the hammering of copper pieces. He
noted: “This chisel may
have been used by a left
handed person. While it's a
ratty looking item it is one of
the most interesting copper
artifacts that I have ever seen ... even though it is far from the prettiest. The
vast majority of artifacts do not tell a story as to how they were used. Not so
with this item. This artifact appears to have been thrown away once it was
no longer usable.”
I tend to think no copper artifact was ever deliberately discarded. I think we
discussed here at one time that copper was easily recycled into something
else. “This item was found at a native habitation site. The site was situated
near the shore of west Lake Superior.”

Contact
Monette Bebow-Reinhard
2725 N Butlin Dr
Beloit WI 53511
https://wordpress.com/view/
bebowreinhard.wordpress.com
bebowreinhard @gmail.com
Donate your copper data to
the CAMD--I give back better
than I get. Also data is available for sale. Get just what
you need before resource
manuals are published. Confidential material not included. Only 10 cents a line.
No photos used here are
FREE Use. Please do not
share.

FEATURED STATE—Georgia
An article on St. Catherine’s Island on the Georgia coast indicates the first example of many that the
Archaic trade circulated that far south. In an article on Early Metal Use and Burial Practices, file:///C:/
Users/bebow/AppData/Local/Packages/Microsoft.MicrosoftEdge_8wekyb3d8bbwe/TempState/
Downloads/Early_metal_use_and_crematory_practices%20(1).pdf they talk about a copper band that
was found in a shell midden, where ordinarily, shell
middens do not indicate the location of a burial.
I shared this from Mark Cheney back in September
but it deserves a closer look. What do we have in
Georgia that indicates Archaic or Late Archaic trade?
The copper band (photo) was found to be from
Lake Superior—specifically Isle Royale. I wouldn’t call this Archaic—it appears more to be from the
Hopewell era. From the article, we learn this was found in a cremated pit of at least seven individuals (6
adults, male & female, and one child) inside what’s referred to as the McQueen Shell Ring, dated as
old as 2100 BCE. They noted that 50 Late Archaic shell rings were found along the East Coast, so
we’ve got to wonder—is this a sign of the traditional change to Hopewell? Or was something else happening here? The population was increasing dramatically, they noted, And with that, ceremonies that
included the harvest of shellfish could account for these rings.
But what was this crimped piece? A broken knife? Knives weren’t crimped. Some kind of ritual
piece? Likely. A paddle of some sort that handled oysters and other edible shell creatures? How did
seven people come to be cremated together at that time? Bad shellfish? Questions with no answers.
But we keep looking. Here’s what else Georgia has, possibly from this period, with 783 total:
Etowah, Bartow County is Mississippian, lots of artifacts listed; most counties appear Mississippian;
Dade County has Hopewell; Liberty County is a guess for the band in photo but no other artifacts were
found there; most of the materials in Georgia are Mississippian, but that’s not surprising since the population would have been that much greater, or appears to be in comparison to the Archaic and early
Woodland people. I still tend to think of this band as being Hopewell.

